
City of Lathrup Village Police Department - Monthly Activity Summary 

January 2024 

 

01/02/2024 24-00068 Threats and Harassment 

A resident reported that she received a threat over social media from another family member 

after they were upset with the results of a will which was settled by probate. The will gave the 

victim the rights to run a church in Detroit which had been in the family. 

 

01/02/2024 24-00069 School Threat 

Officers were made aware of a threat of violence posted on social media, directed at certain 

teacher and students at University High School. The suspect was identified and interviewed by 

Officers. The investigation was eventually taken by Southfield PD as it was determined that was 

the jurisdiction where the threats originated from. 

 

01/02/2024 24-00098 DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for an equipment violation. The driver was subsequently cited 

and released on scene for driving with a suspended driver’s license. The vehicle was 

impounded. 

 

01/04/2024 21-00181 Identity Theft 

A resident reported that her phone carrier advised her that another account was opened in 

Arizona using her social security number. The incident was documented and the citizen was 

given information on how to protect herself from identity theft. 

 

01/04/2024 24-00198  DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for an expired plate violation. The driver was found to be 

driving with a suspended driver’s license and an outstanding warrant out of Troy PD. They were 

cited and released for driving with a suspended driver’s license. They were transported to Troy 

PD and turned over to that agency. The vehicle was impounded. 

  

 



01/05/2024 24-00260 Missing / Endangered Juvenile 

Officer took a report of a 14-year-old missing endangered person. Officers were eventually able 

to locate the child at an address in Detroit. After much negotiation, they were eventually able 

to convince the child to come with them. They took her to a local hospital for a psychological 

evaluation. A report with Child Protective Services was filed as Officers uncovered evidence that 

abuse at home may have been the catalyst for the child leaving.  

 

01/08/2024 24-00375 Carrying a Concealed Weapon 

While searching students entering the building due to a recent school threat. Officers 

confiscated 2 large collapsible batons on the persons of 2 separate students. The incident was 

documented and sent to the Oakland County Prosecutors Office for review. 

 

01/09/2024 24-00430 Traffic Arrest Warrant 

An officer went to Farmington Hills PD to take custody of a prisoner who had an outstanding 

LVPD traffic warrant. They were transported to Berkley PD and processed. They posted their 

bond and were released with a court date. 

 

01/10/2024 24-00514 DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for a stop sign violation. The driver was subsequently cited and 

released on scene for driving with a suspended driver’s license. The vehicle was impounded. 

 

01/11/2024 24-00522 Traffic Arrest Warrant 

An Officer met Royal Oak PD and took custody of a subject who had an outstanding LVPD traffic 

warrant. They were transported to Berkley PD, processed, and secured to await arraignment. 

 

01/11/2024 24-00546 Suspicious Circumstance 

A citizen came into LVPD stating that her vehicle was stolen the previous night in Detroit. She 

said that her Sirius XM radio was pinging at 2 locations in the city earlier in the day. Those 

locations and surrounding areas where checked thoroughly but nothing was found. The XM was 

turned off and unable to locate anymore. 

 



01/12/2024 24-00624 B & E of a Business 

A local business owner arrived and found that their business had been forcibly entered and 

items were taken. There are no suspects and no physical evidence in this case. 

 

01/13/2024 24-00692 Carrying a Concealed Weapon  

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for a vehicle with no license plate that ran a red light. The man 

was subsequently arrested for DWLS. While Officers were searching his vehicle, they located a 

gun which was within the drivers reach. The gun was not registered and the driver had no 

license to carry a firearm. He was charged with DWLS and CCW. 

 

01/14/2024 24-00729 Felony Arrest Warrant 

An Officer made contact with a man inside of his parked vehicle when the license plate revealed 

that the registered owner had a felony warrant out of Detroit for Felony Aggravated Assault 

with a Gun. The man was arrested and transported to the Detroit Detention Center at the 

request of Detroit Police Department. 

 

01/15/2024 24-00789 Drug Overdose 

Officers responded to an overdose by a subject who was 6 months pregnant. She was found 

unconscious but administered Narcan, which revived her. She admitted to taking pain pills and 

was transported to the hospital for evaluation.  

 

01/15/2024 24-00790 Occupation Injuries 

An Officer slipped on the ice while exiting their vehicle at the scene of an emergency call. The 

Officer appeared to have suffered multiple minor injuries. The incident was documented and 

reported to a supervisor. It does not appear the Officer will miss any shifts due to the injuries. 

 

01/18/2024 24-00917 Suspicious Person 

A resident reported that an unknown man knocked on her door. When her young daughter 

answered the door and screamed, she went to the door to find the man had fled abruptly. Its 

unknown what the man’s intentions were. Extra patrols were ordered in the area. 

 



01/18/2024 24-00946 Identity Theft 

A resident reported that she had been a victim of Identity Theft. She had received notices that 

lines of credit she did not apply for were denied. She also had funds removed from her bank 

account. She believes it stems from a previous incident where her mail was stolen. A report was 

taken and being investigated further. 

 

01/19/2024 24-00976 Stolen/Recovered Firearms 

A resident reported two firearms missing. Officers searched the home but they could not be 

located. The man later came into LVPD to state that he found the firearms on the passenger 

side seat of his vehicle. He believed that one of the workers in his home must have taken them 

and placed them in his vehicle at a later date. The resident did not wish to pursue any charges 

in the matter. 

 

01/20/2024 24-01004 Flee and Eluding Police 

When an Officer observed a vehicle fail to yield to an unrelated emergency vehicle, he initiated 

a traffic stop at the entrance to the LV City Offices. The vehicle initially stopped. When the 

driver approached the vehicle, the driver fled in the vehicle through the lot, into the Police 

parking only lot, and over the curb before it struck a tree in front of the Police lot. The man 

then fled on foot. The Officer, chasing after him on foot, eventually caught up to the man and 

took him into custody. The report has been sent to the Oakland County Prosecutors Office for 

review. 

 

01/21/2024 24-01079 DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for a stop sign violation. The driver was subsequently cited and 

released on scene for driving with a suspended driver’s license. The vehicle was impounded. 

 

01/23/2024 24-01138 Traffic Arrest Warrant 

An Officer met with Village of Bloomfield Officers to take custody of a subject who had an 

outstanding LVPD traffic warrant. They were transported to Berkley PD where they were 

processed and posted bond. They were released with a court date. 

 

 



 

01/26/2024 24-01326 Suspicious Circumstance 

An Officer took a report from a member of a local bank who was defrauded by an unknown 

person for $1000. The victim received a phone call from an unknown person who stated that 

they were from the bank, which they were not. The victim verified some information and gave 

the person permission to access their account. Moments later, $1000 was removed via an ATM 

in Detroit. Investigation is being pursued by Detroit PD. 

 

01/27/2024 24-01356 DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for an expired plate violation. It was determined that the 

driver had a suspended driver’s license. There were cited and released at the scene with a 

misdemeanor citation for DWLS. The vehicle was turned over to a licensed driver. 

 

01/27/2024 24-01372 DWLS Arrest 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for an equipment violation. It was determined that the driver 

had a suspended drivers license. There were cited and released at the scene with a 

misdemeanor citation for DWLS. The vehicle was impounded. 

 

01/27/2024 24-01380 Felony Assault 

A man located his vehicle, which had been stolen minutes before in Southfield, behind a local 

restaurant. When he attempted to enter the vehicle, the suspect put the vehicle in drive, 

dragging the victim, until it struck another vehicle on the roadway. The suspect then fled in the 

vehicle and was later caught by Southfield PD. Due to the multijurisdictional nature of the 

crime, the Oakland County Auto Theft Task Force is investigating the incident. 

 

01/29/2024 24-01484 Fraud 

A resident reported that someone had transferred approx. $1800 in the form of DTE overdue 

charges to their rental property in Detroit from an identified address in Commerce Township. 

Officers are currently still investigation the fraud. 

 

 

 



 

01/29/2024 24-01495 Fraud 

A resident reported that she was defrauded $300 when she transferred the money into an 

unknown persons Cash App account to presumably purchase some salon equipment. The 

equipment was never delivered. Some contact information was obtained for the suspect and 

the investigation is ongoing. 

 

01/29/2024 24-01502 Miscellaneous Traffic 

An Officer initiated a traffic stop for a moving violation. It was determined that the driver had a 

suspended drivers license. The subject was advised and released without a citation due to 

extenuating circumstances.  

 

01/31/2024 24-01620 Felony Arrest Warrant 

An Officer stopped a vehicle when it was revealed that the registered owner had a felony fraud 

warrant out of White Lake Township. The Officer placed the subject under arrest and 

transported them to meet with WLPD. 


